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Here you can find the menu of Ph? Ca Dao Grill in Escondido. At the moment, there are 5 menus and drinks on
the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Ph? Ca Dao Grill:

Not sure if the other Pho Ca Dao locations have upped their menu, but this Escondido branch has some different
regional specialties and unique offerings that we'll have to come back to try! We had the shortrib pho and Oxtail

pho, which both also had rare steak included too. The meat was so tender and juicy, and the broth was oily,
flavorful and comforting. read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in

pleasant weather. What User doesn't like about Ph? Ca Dao Grill:
ordered take out …let me start by saying whom ever answered the phone and took our order was not friendly

and actually kind of rude…when i got to the restaurant to pick up the food she still was not the friendliest…when i
got home the cups they put our pho in had leaked out .. i think it was because the. broth was extremely hot

..sadly we were extremely disappointed with the food … there was ZERO taste!!We were defin... read more.
Fresh mint, crunchy salad, sprouts and a few drops of lime combined with rice noodles and meat - all of

this can be found not only during your vacation in Vietnam in the menu, but also when visiting the nearby Ph? Ca
Dao Grill in Escondido, The barbecued food is freshly cooked here on an open flame. After the meal (or during
it), you can still relax at the bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, Besides, the inventive blend of different

menus with new and partially adventurous products is appreciated by the guests - a good case of Asian Fusion.
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Salad�
TACOS

Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

P�z�
FUSION

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

Starter� & Salad�
WINGS

Chicke�
CHICKENWINGS

Starter�
SURF TURF

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Neighborhoo� Burger�
THE CLASSIC

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
STEAK

FISH

APPETIZER

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

TOFU

RICE

CHICKEN
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